
22C178/055:134 Homework 5: due 9 December 2002

1. Chapter 5 presents a formula for the efficiency of the Ethernet design. This formula
evaluates efficiency for the case of many nodes having frames to transmit. The formula
is

Efficiency =
1

1+5tprop/ttrans
The textbook makes the remark that this formula is maximized when tprop is very
small or when ttrans is very large.

(a) The original standard for Ethernet specifies that an Ethernet LAN can have a total
reach of 2500 meters (the furthest apart that any two nodes can be). What would
be the consequences for efficiency of allowing much larger Ethernets, say up to
several kilometers in reach?

(b) The Ethernet standard allows frames to be variable size, up to 1500 bytes. Yet the
formula predicts that Ethernet could be more efficient if much larger frame sizes
were allowed (because this would increase ttrans). Give some reasons why you
think the designers put a limit (they selected 1500 bytes) on the size of an Ethernet
frame. (Hint: there are several reasons, related to lower layer practicalities and
related to application needs.)

2. The text’s brief coverage of the Ethernet does not fully explain how an Ethernet adap-
tor can respond to requests from its host computer. It should be clear that a command
to send a datagram will only succeed with high probability (continued attempts could
fail due to collisions) – it is not guaranteed to succeed. More specifically, if the adaptor
tries to send a frame 16 times and each try suffers a collision, the adaptor then signals
the CPU that the attempt failed. (It’s then up to the operating system to retry if de-
sired.) Consequently, the operating system learns whether or not a command to send
a frame was successful or failed due to repeated collisions.

Given this specification of how Ethernet adaptors should behave, can you think of
some reason why Ethernet also specifies a minimum size for a frame size? The mini-
mum is specified as 64 bytes. What could go wrong if an adaptor was allowed to send
a frame of only 32 bytes?

Hint: think about the diagram shown in the lecture, which shows how nodes at some
distance can start transmitting at the same time because the carrier is idle, but then
discover collision while transmitting their frames; then ask yourself about the timing
of this for very small frames.
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